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This color cover page was designed by Tristan
MKohns Williams-Landriault, the newly elected
Chief of the AWC here at William Head Inst..
MKohns is of Chippewa, Jamaican, Scottish &
French-Canadian descent. He spent most of his
childhood raised in Malton, a small hood in the
GTA. He has served 8.5 yrs. of a Life 10 sentence for the murder of his friend during an altercation that turned violent.
To MKohns, the chains on the cover symbolize the restrictions & burden societys view and
prison have had on both himself & so many like
him. Whether by race or class, early on I was
made to know where I stood in the eyes of the
world  even by law enforcement, he states. For
him, thats what the little boy in chains represents.
A little boy that was left feeling less than growing
up; confined to the emotional and in some ways
mental state of a child throughout his adolesence,
not realizing how his experiences affected his world
view & subsequent actions.
When asked about his past, deficits & regrettable choices, he had this to say, Look, Im not
perfect. No one is or ever will be. I once read
Life is not the way its supposed to be, but the
way it is. Its what you choose to do with it that
makes the difference. So I kept it movin & lay
my Ahsayma. I may not ever be the man I aspire
to be, but Im far from the boy I was.
He began to draw as a child. Hed hone his
skills over the years in various mediums with a
preference towards portraits. Im tootin my own
horn, but I should be signing my portraits Polaroid
nshit, he jokes half-heartedly. His 1st of 6 high
schools hed attend was an art school. After 2 fights
in 3 months due to prejudice, he was kicked out.
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Whats Happenin?

Editors Note

Another year, another Christmas. This issue primarily showcases how
we do time in the minimum-security prison around this time of the year. But
lets not get ahead of ourselves.
First things first. There wouldnt be any articles without the company.
So, we continue to publish our battles in Office Struggles. This issue, we
touch base on the constant, uphill battle with IT. As well, I discuss our book
purchasing woes, and lastly, I discuss the challenges of keeping this business
afloat.
Following that, Prisoners Legal Service keeps you up to speed with prison
legal news. This quarter, Simon Cheung goes in depth on Gladue requirements for parole hearings as he discusses Twins v. Canada. Definitely a
worthwhile read. Also, Mary E. Campbell keeps us in the loop of some of
the floored Bills. Woohoo! Life-without-parole has been squashed.
After that, my favorite subject: food. Steve and I share some of our prison-food experiences. In Just
Add Salt, Steve starts by discussing his long history with food and cooking followed by his experiences
under the new central kitchen. In the end, we highlight the new additions to our meal program here on
the island.
Besides food, freedom is another thing on my mind. Too bad I am still here. But hey, E got out; and
he was willing to share his experience on his parole process in, what he titled as, Prison Break: A
Canadian Epic. Such pompousness. Which brings us to our OBMs first, but very mild, Farewell
Roast.
We then continue to reminisce with Steves Christmas Incarcerated. He reflects on the time around
Christmas he spent free, as well as his first Christmas inside a federal penitentiary. Its a touching piece
that helps put the holidays into a different perspective.
In Around the PENinsula, we cover the ever-changing William Head. We discuss ongoing construction, new landscaping and some changes to policy. In addition, we discuss the 56th WHoS production, complete with an interview with the Lead Costume Designer. If youre a fan of the WHoS, it offers
a unique perspective into the annual production put on by WHoS.
But if all this non-fiction is not your cup of tea, Vernon and Steve
flexed their creative muscles to give you a glimpse of their genius. I
cant think of any way of describing their imagination, so youll just
have to read their stories for yourself. Mat C. drops some rhymes
and expresses his views on doing time in Drumheller, Alberta, and
D. Reid reveals his desire in a beautiful piece named Desire, Desire.
Last but not least, we continue to feature M. Matteos comic, The
In Side.
We hope you enjoy this edition.
Jack
[
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Office Struggles

Office Struggle

Dual Core Dysfunction
Another quarter has passed us by as IT continues to ignore our office needs. Most importantly, we
need a printer driver to test our new color scheme using the Publisher software. Secondly, we would
like IT to fix the spellcheck function and Averys label add-in. Lastly, we hope he will install the search
bar function and a 2015 dictionary.
Three months ago, he told us that he would stop by after
installing the last Windows 7 system in the Salmon House.
We then requested a list of policy changes (from the policy
editor). Yet, he went on to change a few other computers,
took two computers out of the library for inspection, and
performed various tasks for other departments rather than
this office..
If he could just set up a different policy for us, we could
have customized everything we need (like enabling the recycle bin) within a week. But he suggested that his hands are
tied by bureaucracy.
All we can do now is wait for the world to change.

Buying Used Books
After balancing our finances, this office decided to buy a series of books
on English, business communication, and criminal justice.
It was bad enough for feeling duped on spending a few hundred dollars
on books with mediocre content. We had to deal with allegations of using
funds for private gains. Buying used books or eBooks seemed like an ideal
compromise.
Little did I know that the purchasing policy is different than I remember.
Even though Amazon.com and ABE books are on the approved list as vendors, apparently OBM cannot buy from them without prior approval. By
October, the proposal is in. Now the ball is in their court.

Enticing Submissions
Prisoners are just not the way they used to be. In recent years, literacy contributions are few and far between. With a nearly-balanced budget, we decided to sponsor
prizes for a writing contest in exchange for publishing rights.
Knowing how the administration thinks of inmates, we plan to let a school or a
charitable organization handle the prize money in order to avoid suspicion. However,
to our knowledge, no CSC-trusted organization is hosting contests.
If any readers know of any existing establishments which have a trusting relationship with CSC and
is willing to rate the submissions and handle all the logistics, please give us their contact information.
Out of Bounds Magazine 7

Good Help is Hard to Find
After E.D. Wolf took off, he has left some very large shoes to fill. Not only do we need someone
who can write, we need someone who gives a damn about the survival of this establishment. In addition, we need a special someone who can navigate the treacherous nature of prison culture. All these
requirement makes the search of our next caretaker that much more difficult.
According to a statistic, 80% of inmate population are antisocial, one criminology student revealed. Is it antisocial in that criminals dont give a damn about social order, or is it antisocial as in
people with antisocial personality disorder? She did not say. Given the fact that all inmates are legally
guilty of crime against a certain establishment, it would be reasonable to assume that the statistic is
related to the latter.
According to Encarta, people with antisocial personality disorder act in a way that disregards the
feelings and rights of other people. Antisocial personalities often break the law, and they may use or
exploit other people for their own gain. They may lie repeatedly, act impulsively, and get into physical
fights. They may mistreat their spouses, neglect or abuse their children, and exploit their employees.
They may even kill other people Antisocial personalities usually fail to understand that their behavior
is dysfunctional because their ability to feel guilty, remorseful, and anxious is impaired  This basically describes everyone.
This office is more concerned about those who disregard the feelings and rights of other people ,
exploit other people for their own gain , lie repeatedly . You know, the type that claim they can do
this job (with little understanding of what this job requires), or claim they can write (but do not understand or care that the readers will not and cannot understand what is unwritten), yet all the while, they
just care about their own gain.
But out of the, err lets say, 40% of the population that wouldnt exploit the company for their own
gain, the majority of them do not want to deal with inmates. They are focused on getting out and
staying incident-free.
Prison politics is similar to two reality shows, Survivor and Big Brother,
woven into one. If one pissed the wrong guy off, one might end up, literally,
being voted off the island. The beautiful Vancouver Island that is. Alliances
like the Teachers Pets (i.e. inmates who only have CSC employees as their
associates) and the Solids (i.e. those who talk and act tough behind staffs
back) complicate things. This fact makes it vital to form alliances not only to
protect oneself but also the company. On top of the con-on-con politics, if
the administration feels that there will be more hassles than worth, they will
threaten to shut the office down. It is all kind of chaotic at first, but do not be
emotionally affected by this. This is all just part of business. This happens
on the street. Think about high school; parallel prisons with playgrounds.
Antisocial personalities are everywhere.
If that is not bad enough, this office holds two positions. Whoever gets
this job must figure out how to get along with his co-worker. Since the OBM
staff is not consulted in the hiring process, administration might hire someone who frequently forgets to lock the office. They might hire someone
who runs to the man and fabricates stories that someone misappropriated
funds or someone threatened him (meanwhile, he was the one doing those
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things). The following concept cant be stressed enough  antisocial personalities are everywhere.
Perhaps everybody knows about these hassles. Thats why there was only one applicant for Es old
job. However, Steves stat date is in May. Vernon is still busy with WHoS and will be busy with his
study. Meanwhile, I am trying hard to be incident-free and get the fuck out.
If anyone wants to challenge and apply himself, transfer here now and show people how to do it
right.

Barred from Prison
Prisoners Legal Services has informed us that:
John Cordeiro, Program Analyst, Public Safety & Solicitor General, Strategic
Operations today [November 17, 2016] informed Prisoners Legal Services that
Cell Count, Out of Bounds and the Journal of Prisoners on Prisons are banned as
of August 9, 2016 in BC Corrections facilities. On that date, Mr. Cordeiro had a
discussion with all deputy wardens of BCC centres. The reason provided over the
phone to PLS advocate Shelly Bazuik is that the publications are determined not
appropriate because they have negative content and anti-corrections messaging,
aggression and violence against authority figures, blatant drug use messaging, and
some contain information on how to circumvent security measures. He also
expressed concern regarding metal coil binding.
Really? The listed publications contain none of the things Mr. Cordeiro concerned about. First,
none of us have bound our publication with metal coil bindings ... ever. Second, what do they mean by
negative content and anti-corrections messaging...? The language used is so subjective. Personally,
I see the need of corrections in society; I just dont appreciate how it is being run. Is that negative? Is
that belief anti-corrections? I dont think so. First step in correction is to accept that one has a problem,
right? One would earn more respect if it can do what it preaches.
To my knowledge, we have not been publishing anything that could be considered as aggression
and violence against authority figures. Well, unless they counted showing examples of some authorities unable to distinguish fact from fiction aggression. Honestly, is my thinking out loud considered
aggression? If it is, I hope corrections can teach inmates on responding gracefully when authority
figures act vindictively on erroneous information. Perhaps they can go against what they have been
saying and tell me to hide my feelings. But then, they might not enjoy my wit and my sarcasm.
As to the blatant drug use messaging, I hope he is
not referring to prisoners journalling their reasons behind drug use. Because if it is, shouldnt prison officials try to learn something from the article rather than
suppressing them? Same goes with how to circumvent security measures. Shouldnt prison authorities
be grateful to have their security flaws identified for
them, so they can fix them? Or, are they really saying,
to a lawyer no less, that they would rather have someone hurt or escape and claim that they didnt know their
security was lacking?
Mr. Codeiros entire reasoning seems kind of bizarre.
Regardless, we will continue to fullfill our obligation.
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Silver Lining
Despite all the hassles at the office, one of the up sides in
running an inmate-owned business is to meet its supporters.
For nearly twenty years, Canadian Friend Service Committee
(commonly known as Quakers) has been funding OBM to
spread the messages of peace, non-violence, reconciliation,
and forgiveness. Quakers Column first appeared in Summer
1998s OBM. By 2001, its segment was renamed to its current form, Peace & Non-Violence.
After five months of planning and scheduling, members
of the Quakers society were granted a tour of the ocean front
property. On October 3rd, Chaplain Steve welcomed our guests
at the principle entrance. I joined the tour by Health Care.
We stopped by the Chapel, offered a brief history about the building and its function. Then we went to
the Buddhist ground to marvel at the arch and the garden. On our way to the OBM office, we toured
through this year WHoS production. We checked out the change-room, backstage, and the costume
room.
Before we arrived at the office, I thought they would be more curious to see what we have been
spending their money on. So, I quickly pointed out our equipment and inventory once we arrived. But
they were not interested in the offices assets or the books. We ended up gathering in a circle and talked
(by that I mean, we gathered and they wanted to listen to me talk).
It was kind of embarrassing, talking about my experience in the office. What I have said is a blur to
me now, but what I remember was how enthusiastic they were to help. They had to say How can we
help? twice for me to believe what I was hearing. Since I had no idea what they can do, and what is
appropriate to ask, I struggled to respond.
After fifteen minutes or so, we continued on our walk around the facility. We walked by the Salmon
House (photos were printed in the Fall 2015 issue), then checked out the Wiccan Circle and the greenhouse. Somewhere along the way, our guests were interested in what inmates eat. Lacking the ability
to sufficiently explain our per diem process, I thought showing our guests my fridge and freezer seemed
easier. So, for our last stop, we stopped by my house.
Days later, I received a lovely Thank You letter in the mail. Amidst the pressure of publication dates
and prison politics, receiving a letter like this gives perspective on the bigger picture of what this
publication does.
[
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Legal News

Upbringing Matters:

Legal Ne
ws
News

Federal Court Requires More Gladue from Parole Board
By Simon Cheung, Legal Advocate, Prisoners’ Legal Services

The Federal Court of Canada has established important legal precedent by setting a specific standard
by which the Parole Board of Canada must assess suspended parolees of Aboriginal descent.
On May 13, 2016, Twins v Canada (Attorney General) 2016 FC 537 imposed a specific onus on the
Parole Board of Canada to address an individuals Aboriginal social context in parole revocation decisions. Twins not only established that Gladue principles apply to Parole Board of Canada decisions,
but also detailed key principles regarding how they should be applied.
To understand Twins significance, it is essential to have at least a working knowledge of Gladue
principles. The Supreme Court of Canada in R v Gladue [1999] 1 SCR 688 determined that the Canadian criminal justice system was bound by s 718.2(e) of the Criminal Code of Canada to attempt to
redress the dramatic, crisis-level overrepresentation of Aboriginal prisoners in Canadian prisons. Gladue
states that sentencing judges in criminal court must pay particular attention to the circumstances of
aboriginal offenders, with the implication that those circumstances are significantly different from
those of non-aboriginal offenders.
It specifically states that these judges must consider the unique systemic or background factors
which may have played a part in bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the courts, and the
types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which may be appropriate in the circumstances for the
offender because of his or her particular aboriginal heritage or connection.
Twins found that other cases expanded this requirement beyond the sentencing process, establishing
that Gladue principles must be considered throughout an Aboriginal prisoners sentence. As the Ontario Court of Appeal stated in United States of America v Leonard 2012 ONCA 622, courts have
expanded this duty in order to address the need to ensure appropriate treatment for Aboriginal people
as they interact with the justice system.
For the parole revocation process, Twins pointed to the Corrections and Conditional Release Act s
151(3), which requires the Parole Board of Canadas policies to respect gender, ethnic, cultural and
linguistic differences and be responsive to the special needs of women and aboriginal peoples, as well
as Charter s 7, which protects an individuals liberty rights from unjustified government action. In my
view, the Honourable Justice Southcott states in Twins, the [Parole Board of Canadas] mandate to
adopt such policies and make decisions guided thereby must be informed by the Gladue jurisprudence.
Justice Southcott then went on to confront a significant shortcoming in how Gladue factors are
currently treated by Canadas correctional system.
Currently, too many Aboriginal prisoners and parolees are left understandably frustrated by the lack
of impact that Gladue principles have on Parole Board of Canada decisions that deprive them of their
liberty. While both organizations tend to be fairly diligent in including some mention of Gladue factors, they seldom seem to significantly impact the Parole Board of Canadas post-suspension decisions.
This state of affairs is all the more discouraging, considering that Gladue goes to great lengths to
detail the low incomes, high unemployment, lack of opportunities and options, lack or irrelevance of
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education, substance abuse, loneliness, and community fragmentation among the Aboriginal population that should comprise a Gladue analysis. Indeed, Gladue goes on to state that
it must be recognized that the circumstances of aboriginal offenders differ from those of
the majority because many aboriginal people are victims of systemic and direct discrimination,
many suffer the legacy of dislocation, and many are substantially affected by poor social
and economic conditions. Moreover, as has been emphasized repeatedly in studies and
commission reports, aboriginal offenders are, as a result of these unique systemic and
background factors, more adversely affected by incarceration and less likely to be rehabilitated
thereby, because the internment milieu is often culturally inappropriate and regrettably
discrimination towards them is so often rampant in penal institutions.
Justice Southcott acknowledged that the Parole Board of Canada has established sufficient policy
mandating such consideration. However, he made it clear that the Parole Board of Canadas decision to
revoke Joey-Lynn Twins day parole evidenced non-compliance with both their own policies and Gladue.
Twins mentioned that the Parole Board of Canadas revocation decision made references to Ms
Twins attending numerous Aboriginal resources, participating in Aboriginal activities, and having
access to an Elder involved with her case. As well, the Board identified as positive factors the
applicants participation in numerous [First Nations] volunteer activities, including drumming, counselling and singing. It also referred to the fact she had been encouraged to transfer to a culturally
sensitive CRF in Vancouver and participate in a program for Residential School Survivors, but that the
applicant had instead requested release to a CRF in Hamilton.
Justice Southcott recognized that this represented attention to the applicants Aboriginal background, but made it clear that this was insufficient to satisfy the Gladue requirement:
these components [. . .] do not demonstrate any consideration of systemic and background
factors which may have played a part in bringing the applicant into interaction with the
criminal justice system, either the interaction which began with [Ms Twins] life sentence
in 1979 at the age of 21 or the more recent interaction with the Parole Board of Canada.
Ms. Twins is a residential schools survivor, but that factor is mentioned in the Board Decision only in the context of a recommended program. The decision does not demonstrate
any consideration of the impact of that element of her experience. Rather, I note from a
review of the audio recording of the hearing before the Board that the Board remarked
during the hearing that the hearing was just going to focus on the applicants time in the
community and that it was that period of time that the hearing was about.
Ms Twins appealed the Parole Board of Canada decision to the Parole Board of Canada Appeal
Division, but her appeal was dismissed. Justice Southcott criticized the Appeal Divisions finding that
the Parole Board of Canada properly considered Ms Twins Gladue factors:
[the Appeal Division] supports [its] conclusion by giving examples of her involvement
in Aboriginal ceremonies and programs, involvement in the Aboriginal Wellness Committee, work with the Aboriginal Liaison Officer, and volunteer work with the Native
Womens Resource Centre. These activities are related to her Aboriginal background
but do not represent consideration of background and systemic factors in the way required by either the Gladue principles or [Parole Board of Canada policy].
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The Appeal Division also gave credit to the Parole Board of Canada for mentioning Ms Twins
decision to follow the Red Road, resulting in her s 84 day parole release. However, Justice Southcott
pointed out that this was only done in contrast to her alleged problematic behaviour during her earlier
periods of incarceration. Justice Southcott states that it does not appear to the Court that the board was
referring to consideration of systemic factors such as the applicants residential schools experience,
that may have contributed to her incarceration.
Consequently, Twins quashed the decisions of the Parole Board of Canada and the Appeal Division
as unreasonable. Justice Southcott made it clear that such decisions undermine both the impassioned
calls to action from the Canadian courts, as well as obligations imposed by these court decisions,
legislators and policy-makers. Moving forward, Parole Board of Canada decisions must specifically
consider how Gladue factors led an Aboriginal parolee to interact with criminal courts and the Parole
Board of Canada. The details of Ms Twins parole decisions and Justice Southcotts breakdown of
their Gladue-related inadequacies establishes useful precedent and specific guidance to challenge decisions that fail to do this, should they continue to arise.
As well, Twins should act as a wake-up call to encourage a greater allocation of resources toward
Gladue reports in sentencing. These would prove invaluable as guidance for consideration of Gladue
factors throughout an Aboriginal prisoners sentence, considering the aforementioned court-established
onus to continuously do so.
The decision-making around Ms Twins case evidences an issue all-too-prevalent in Parole Board of
Canada decisions related to Aboriginal prisoners: while Aboriginal elements around an individuals
case are usually mentioned as required, the spirit of the Gladue decision  the absolute necessity to
ameliorate systemic and direct discrimination against Aboriginal prisoners and parolees  is often neglected in favour of a
culturally-neutral assessment of risk. However,
Twins is a strong statement from the Federal Court that this approach, in the face
of extensively destructive racial prejudice, Involving the Community in Criminal Justice since 1935
is simply not good enough.
In general, Aboriginal prisoners facing
a revocation recommendation should, in
their rebuttals, refer to how Gladue factors have influenced their upbringing, and
specifically their criminal and correctional
issues. Twins is largely a conversation between
the courts and the Parole Board of Canada,
but prisoners can help by clearly laying out
exactly what Gladue factors must be considered, leaving no room for doubt that they
are essential in any revocation analysis.
If you require more specific legal counsel
regarding an ongoing parole suspension,
please do not hesitate to contact Prisoners Legal Services at 1-866-577-5245.

John Howard Society of Victoria
2675 Bridge Street
Victoria, BC
Phone: 250-386-3428

John Howard Society
Manchester House
540 Manchester Road
Victoria, BC

Offered Programs include:









BladeRunners Program,
KidStart Mentoring Program,
WHI Visitor Group Program,
Community Justice Initiatives,
Community Garden Program,
Community Employment Program,
Manchester House,
Gelling Manor and Maxfield House.
For more information. Please visit
www.johnhoward.victoria.bc.ca
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ITS THE LAW  UPDATE (as of November 10, 2016)
By Mary E. Campbell

Sometimes there is progress in Parliament, and sometimes there is, well, activity .Since the last
issue of OBM, there has been activity on some bills. And a tiny bit of actual progress.
Government bills
You will recall the government bill C-16, which adds some protections to gender identity or expression in relation to hate crimes and aggravating factors at sentencing. This bill has now reached Report
Stage in the House of Commons, which means it is ready to be signed off by the Commons and sent to
the Senate for their review. No changes were made to it at Committee Stage.
The government has also tabled a new bill, C-28, regarding the Victim Fine Surcharge (VFS). The
VFS was originally created by the Liberals back in the 1990s. It gave sentencing judges the authority to
impose a financial penalty in addition to any other sentence, either a fixed amount (if no regular fine
was imposed) or a percentage of any fine imposed. The money went to the provincial government, and
was to be used for victims programs. Under the Conservative government, the fine was made mandatory and the amounts were increased.
Judges were not happy with having their discretion removed, particularly when dealing with a convicted person with no money and no realistic hope of ever having any money. A number of defence
counsel filed Charter challenges, and the majority of them were successful. Some judges simply started
ignoring the VFS at sentencing, and others resorted to creative alternatives such as imposing a one
dollar VFS and/or giving years to pay. That still did not solve one problem: the waiting period for a
record suspension (aka a pardon) does not even begin until the sentence is completely satisfied,
including payment of the VFS.
So on October 1st, the government tabled C-28. It essentially returns discretion to sentencing judges.
The VSF remains mandatory but an escape clause has been added. If the offender establishes that the
VSF would cause undue hardship to them, the court can waive it. Undue hardship is defined as being
unable to pay because of precarious financial circumstances, which is in turn defined as including
unemployment, homelessness, lack of assets, or significant financial obligations to dependents.
Interestingly, the bill specifically states that imprisonment alone does not constitute undue hardship. Someone somewhere must have decided that it was important to include this new caveat.
The bill also adds a second escape clause for administration of justice offences (things like certain
breaches of probation, failures to appear, etc.). In those cases, the court may reduce the total number of
VSFs imposed on the offender. So if Mr. X was convicted of 3 breaches of court orders and if the
breaches did not cause any victim physical or emotional harm, property damage or economic loss, then
the court can order just 1 VSF rather than 3, if ordering 3 would be disproportionate in the circumstances. Obviously this must have been an issue in some provinces.
While the bill is only at 1st Reading as of this date, it is expected that it will move through Parliament
with relative speed.
Private Members Bills (PMBs)
Some bills have moved along, and some have now died on the Order Paper:
C-206: adds abuse of elderly or disabled person
as an aggravating factor in sentencing (C)
 Still at 1st Reading
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C-209: would allow CSC to post personal details of high profile SR releases on
website (C)  Still at 1st Reading

C-225: adds victim pregnancy as an aggravating
factor in sentencing (C)  Defeated at 2nd
Reading, Oct. 19/16

C-266: judge can set PED at 25-40 yrs if convicted
of abduction/sex assault/murder all in 1
event (C)  Still at 1st Reading

C-226: 37 pages of amendments to alcohol or drug
impaired driving (C)  Committee has asked
for a 30 day extension for further review

C-269: abolishes certain mandatory minimum sentences
(G)  Still at 1st Reading

C-229: certain life sentences to have zero parole
eligibility (C)  Defeated at 2nd Reading,
Sept. 21st
C-235: FASD assessment, and mitigating factor
in sentencing (L)  2nd Reading
C-242: creates new offence of torture by an individual (max of life) (L)  Committee decided that the bill would not proceed, i.e.
it is defeated, Oct. 6th
C-246: consolidation of various offences against
animals, mandatory consecutive sentences
(L)  Defeated at 2nd Reading, Oct. 5th
C-247: creates new offence of vehicular homicide; new testing for alcohol (L)  Committee Stage

S-203: creates new offences re cetaceans in captivity  2nd Reading
S-206: abolishes spanking defence  2nd Reading
S-215: adds assault/killing of female Aboriginal
victims as an aggravating factor in sentencing  Committee Stage
S-217: expands grounds for remanding in custody
 1st Reading in House of Commons
S-220: tougher measures for international fraud 
Dropped by Senate Nov. 3 (sponsor retired)
S-223: adds restrictions on firearms  Dropped
by Senate Nov. 3 (sponsor retired)
S-230: authorizes use of detection device for suspected drug-impaired drivers  Committee Stage

Conclusions
Obviously a number of the more controversial PMBs are being voted down by the majority Liberals.
Significant among these was C-229, the de facto death sentence bill. Another significant defeat was C225, which many saw as a disguised effort to re-open the abortion debate.
S-217 has progressed the furthest of all the current PMBs, but its fate in the Liberal majority House
of Commons is uncertain at this point. Its sponsor is Senator Runciman, who is Chair of the Senate
Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs. It would make it mandatory that the accuseds
previous criminal record be tabled at any bail hearing that he or she might have. This is a bill that has
been triggered by a single case (Alberta), which is not uncommon but is generally a poor basis for law
reform. The cause of the bill is local, but its impact is national.
C-28 is the only new criminal justice bill the government has tabled so far, and it seems unlikely that
there will be other bills tabled before Parliament rises in mid-December for the holiday break. This is
a source of frustration to many who are anxious to see some of the previous governments amendments
undone and some new measures implemented. The government is receiving this message loud and
clear. Some public consultations are ongoing, for example a survey on the website of the Parole Board
of Canada about the Criminals Records Act. You will recall that the previous government delayed
eligibility, denied eligibility entirely for some offences, added eligibility criteria, and changed the terminology from pardon to record suspension. One hopes that this consultation (scheduled to end in
early December) will swiftly lead to some reforms.
Once Parliament breaks in mid-December, it is scheduled to resume on January 30, 2017.
Mary E. Campbell is a lawyer and human rights advocate in Ottawa.
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Just Add Salt
By Steve

What can I say about food? Well first off, its delicious, nutritious, and I thoroughly enjoy almost every
aspect of it. But thats not all there is to say about it. I
also enjoy cooking it, smelling it and even looking at
it. Throughout my adult life, Ive always enjoyed making
my own meals. While I did enjoy going out to restaurants and eating their food, Ive always liked throwing something together and calling it a meal.
My experience with cooking started back when I was in my mid teen years. I was in high school and
taking a cooking class. I didnt fully appreciate the skills I was learning at the time. I mean, I did the
cookies and other baked goods, but I didnt really think much of it. I clearly remember that I didnt like
making the Mac & Cheese. I had always been a fan of KD growing up, and this Mac & Cheese seemed
like a poor, overly complicated substitute. Other than that, nothing else was really memorable about
that class.
In the summer of that year, I got my first job in an Italian
restaurant. I wasnt involved with the food in any way though.
I was a lowly dishwasher. I wouldnt say the job was fun, but
being in such close proximity to actual professional chefs
was cool. Whenever I got a chance, I would wander over to
the hot side of the kitchen and check out what they were doing. I think that was where I developed my sense of taste and
smell. I would hover around as the prep cooks diced and chopped
all sorts of stuff.
At the end of each night, the head chef/owner prepared a
huge meal for all the staff. It was usually some type of pasta
drenched in a heavy cream sauce, along with some type of
salad (usually whatever was close to going bad). This was the
highlight of each night. We would all sit at a table and serve
ourselves, family style.
There was the occasional time he would treat us. We would get
a huge chunk of lamb, slowly braised until it almost fell off the
bone when you picked it up. Around the holidays, we would get a
huge turkey dinner with mashed potatoes and fried veggies. As
time went on, the owner stopped cooking the dinners himself. He
would get the sous-chef to make us something. I preferred this
because he would mix it up a bit more. Instead of getting pasta
almost every night, he would make things like fish and chips, chicken
legs, all kinds of hearty soups. I almost preferred it when he cooked,
to be quite honest.
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Over the years of working there, I moved up from
being a dishwasher. I picked up some skills (like how
to use a knife properly) and learned a few other handy
tricks. This really got me excited about food. Although
at times I do get lazy, there are times when I really
cook up a storm. I use the skills I learned to make one
helluva meal, if I do say so myself.
All that changed when I came to prison. Being in
under the central kitchen horse shit was awful. It took
me (and my digestive tract) several weeks to adjust to
the onslaught of, for the lack of a better term, food.
My guts were backed up for several days at a time.
Im not entirely sure if its the fault of the food or it
could have been the stress of being a first timer. I
suspect it was a little bit of both.
After my guts got used to the food, I noticed something about it. It wasnt that it tasted bad, it just
didnt taste at all. Dont get me wrong, the texture was horrible, but thats something Ive always been
able to deal with. It was like eating globs of flavourless nutrients. People may argue that the stuff they
fed us lacked in nutritional content, but Id disagree with that. There are a lot of inmates surviving on
that stuff, so it cant be entirely nutrition-less otherwise thered be a lot more scurvy and malnutrition in
the federal system.
That was the other thing that got me about the food. Most guys would bitch, complain, and go on
about how shit-tastic the food was. What they would do then, is take all the meat out, rinse the sauce
off and mix it with a few packages of Mr. Noodle. I dont have anything against Mr. Noodles, but I
dont understand how they can hate on the shit we were fed and claim that whatever they made was any
healthier. Granted, the flavour packets from Mr. Noodle do contain about 1000% more flavour than
what we were getting, but let me be honest here; I didnt come to jail for the food. Ill eat what I am
given. Unless its moldy and going bad, Id rather eat it than starve.
Thankfully, I was only stuck in that system for about 10
months. Thats when I transferred out to William Head. I
had been looking forward to coming here for months. I
had heard the rumors that you get to make your own food.
I was excited to say the least. When I arrived, in late May
2016, I was super stoked to see the per diem list. There
was all sorts of shit I hadnt eaten in a long time. Real pork
chops. Real beef. Real vegetables! I was figuratively beside myself with excitement.
My first meal after I got my first per diem consisted of
a grilled cheese sandwich, with fried mushrooms and onions in it. I also picked up a can of tomato soup to dip my
sandwich in. I couldnt believe what I was eating. After
going so long without having any real flavour, this simple
meal was out of this world. I distinctly remember taking
the first bite, chewing once, twice, then just sitting back
and almost drooling. It was so good, it was borderline erotic.
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It took me a few weeks to stock up on the essentials. For the first couple of weeks, I was surviving on
perogies from the canteen, bran flakes, eggs, and chicken burgers. But that allowed me to build up a
supply of the essential spices, olive oil and other necessities. It was after these couple of weeks, that I
made myself a fried pork chop, seasoned with oregano, salt & pepper, chilli flakes, and some garlic
powder. I fried up some mushrooms and onions on the side and did a batch of rice to go with it. When
I took that first bite, my head almost exploded with flavour. At that point, it felt like it had been ages
since I had anything that good. Not to toot my own horn, but I was amazed with what I had done. It was
simple yet so delicious!
Things continued like this for awhile. I would buy spices I had used before my
incarceration, but as I ate them, it was like I was tasting it for the very first time. I
was rediscovering all of the old flavors I knew. It was like a journey into the past, but
instead of meeting old friends, I was meeting old flavours I used to know. But with
everything, the excitement started to wear off. Cooking slowly started to become a
drag. It was around this time that I reached out to my mother. I had her send in a
couple of recipes that I used to make a lot on the outside. As well, she mailed me a
couple of recipes I always wanted to try.
When the recipes arrived, I was excited again. I planned my per diem, I bought the necessary ingredients and I waited. Once I had everything, I set out to make a spaghetti sauce my old boss used to
make. I had never actually made the sauce myself, but I had seen it done a number of times. I started at
about 6:30 one evening. I chopped the carrots, celery and onions. I cooked it down in some canned
tomatoes for about an hour. After that, I threw everything into the blender and pureed the shit out of it.
After finishing a few other things, the sauce was ready. By that time, it was just about 8:15. I didnt
notice the time flying because I was having such a blast. I cooked up some noodles, browned some
ground beef, and threw my pasta together. When I sat down and took that first bite, I felt like I died and
went to heaven. This was something I hadnt tasted literally in years. I felt a sense of pride and happiness with what I had done.
After that experience, I had my mother send in more recipes; unfortunately, we werent able to get
some of the ingredients. I was disappointed, but I thought Id try out the handy dandy substitution guide
in our Joy of Cooking cookbook. I tried out a couple of other recipes, but the substitutions ruined it.
Thats when I heard about the changes to the national food list. A glimmer of hope flashed in my
mind. I was a bit anxious. Throughout this bit, I have had my hopes let down a number of times and Ive
since learned not to get my hopes up. After a couple of weeks and a couple of additions to the per diem,
I knew I wouldnt be disappointed. They added things like Worchestershire sauce, real salmon fillets
and manzanilla goddamn olives. These were things I havent had in a long time and I was excited, to
say the least, to have them. I bought a jar of olives and I think it lasted all of about three days. I ate that
shit with everything.
One thing that got me was how people continued to complain about either the prices or the former
glory of the per diem. They would say stuff like Oh, we used to have that or That shit is way too
expensive or It used to be cheaper. Some people always need to complain about something, I suppose. Either way, from where Im sitting, these new changes are taking an already-awesome thing and
making it even better.
The way I see it, the new per diem we have access to is almost as good as being able to go to a
grocery store on the outside. The variety in the products we have access to, as well as the quality is
almost there. Obviously, well have to make some sacrifices, since were in prison, but it could most
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definitely be a lot worse. Maybe Im trying too hard to find the silver lining in it, or maybe my standards
have dropped so low after being under the central kitchen that anything is an improvement. That said,
my food situation has improved in the last year, so I cant really complain.
Jacks note: Steves story inspired me to share my culinary adventure at William Head. Perhaps I have
been here for too long, my view is more jaded than Steve.

Reinventing the Wheel
By Jack

With $35 a week for rations, and a kitchen full of unlocked cupboards and an open fridge, murderers
may be more hungry than thieves. And with the administration restricting inmates from cultivating the
land (even the two 4 by 2 feet plots around the houses), cutting majority of the existing blackberry
bushes, and prohibiting hunting, trapping, and eating the animals and birds roaming on site, William
Head is more like 80 acres of torture. Thankfully, when the sea is calm, the jail lowers the dock and
allows inmate access to a small area of the surrounding sea.
However, seafood is sporadic like any other commodity. Where last year inmates pulled in a surprisingly large amount of salmon, this year has been traps full of shrimp. Since September, inmates
have been harvesting on average a pound a day, and for some unknown reason, spot prawns were rare
this year.
Unlike salmon, which could be left in the freezer for a year, shrimps are more delicate. Freezer burn
occurs roughly in six to eight months. So after umpteenth meals of shrimp omelettes, shrimp pizzas,
shrimp salads, and a few hundreds wontons later, it was time to figure out how to preserve the harvest.
(FYI: Policy prohibits trade.)
My mind automatically went to my heritage and tried to remember how the Chinese preserved foods
during harsh weather. Minutes later, I remembered the orange-colored, dried shrimps that I have not
had for years. Umm, but was it sun-dried or salt-mounted?
Damn it, Ive just asked the kitchen for recipes on cocktail shrimp. It would look kind of needy if I
go back there so soon. A few days later, I asked a volunteer and she came back with a recipe that
requires sun drying for three days. Fuck. Really?
I eyed the seagulls and raccoons while calculating my chances. Um, if I could build a screen to block
out these predators...maybe I could find two screens and build a wooden frame so I can flip it every 4
hours as instructed...but what if the shithawks do their business on my shrimps...what if the humanoids
show curiousity should I piece them off All these hurdles were crushing my excitement.
After some contemplation, I ended up settling on using the oven. I told my housemates what I
planned to do and warned them about the smell. I built an exhaust pipe from the oven to the hood
fan, and did some conversions to figure out the right temperature. By five oclock on a Friday
evening, two trays of shrimps were ready to be dried.
By ten, I did a little taste test. Hell yeah. They were nearly ready. Why wait three days when I can
do it in hours? By twelve, the shrimps were still a little bit moist. Fuck. Should I turn the temperature
Continued on page 27
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Once An Editor

Priso
n Break: A Canad
ian Ep
Prison
Canadian
Epiic
By E.D. Wolf

Character names in this article are fictitious. Any similarity to actual persons, living or dead, is purely
coincidental.
Home is where the heart is. If thats true, then call me heartless because Ive been away for far too
long. For over a year, Ive been a number in CSCs database. For over a year, Ive dreamt of going
home.
After roughly seven months of captivity, I arrived at William Head. This was the beginning of the
end. It wasnt quite the homestretch just yet. It was like rounding second base and the run to third felt
like an eternity.
Shortly after arriving at William Head, I met my IPO. Before that, a couple guys had asked me,
Who is your PO? Id casually respond, Kevin Lore? Kevin Lauer? Kevin Lambert? However you
say it. The response was usually the same Hes a fucking dick. I wasnt too thrilled. I expected
the Hitler of Institutional Parole Officers. It was just my luck that he was kind of a huge male reproductive organ.
Yet, it wasnt all bad. After a meeting or two, I ended up meeting an inmate who also had him. His
advice, You two will butt heads, but if you are honest and keep meeting with him, hell fully support
you. So, all I had to do was survive. It was what some prisoners on his caseload called the gauntlet.
If I could make it through the gauntlet, I had, from what I was told, a 99.99% chance of going home.
At first glance, it sounded like I was going home to three Class-C felonies in May. I was not
recommended for any programs, so Kevin said he was going to do his best to help me help myself.
For weeks, Kevin had me doing homework assignments. Id meet up with him, go over the
homework, and then be told to come back the next day (or in two days, or the following week). Each
week, I met up with Kevin three to four times.
The months that I spent under Kellys tutelage were in a word, horrifying. Full of anxiety, I would
walk into his office and brace myself for what was to come. Yet, I knew he was actually here to help.
All I had to do  help myself. He would call the consulate, officers in the States, let me call my parents
if needed. There was even a day he told me to get out of his office. The next day, I walked back in and
he apologized. It was as if my IPO was Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
One day I walked into his office and he congratulated me saying I made it out of the hot seat. It
was a happy day. The song We are the Champions played in my head. I made it through the gauntlet
and survived. After months of hard work, I finally made it out alive. Little did I know, I wasnt out of
the woods just yet.
That day, Kevin told me that I could pop in and say hey every so often. No more homework, no
more hot seat. He even followed up with a, I bet youre happy about that, and of course I was.
My main problem was  Kevin pulled a Houdini. For weeks, Kevin had disappeared and I was
without knowledge about my US charges. Without my POs help, I was on a wild goose chase practically by myself. Officials wouldnt tell my parents anything and would always redirect them. So, at
that point, I knew very minimal about my homeland problems. We had been told that I would face
possible supervision, which I took as immediate parole or bail. Other than that, the repercussion was
still a mystery.
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For the next couple of weeks, I ran around trying to get a hold of the IPOs boss. From there, it was,
Come back in a couple days, or, Come back next week. When I was finally able to get a phone
call, all I would get was the answering machine. It was if the trail had gone cold.
As mid-January came around, the disappearing act was over. Kevin had finally returned. I had
never been so happy to see one of William Heads most disliked. I greeted him and welcomed him
back. Then, he gave me some damn good news.
Ive got some good news for you, he told me.
Oh?
Yeah. Theyre probably going to drop your charges in the States. I felt like the luckiest man alive.
I couldnt believe my luck nor could I process the news I had just received. Frankly, he shouldve
started with, You might want to sit down, because thats what I did. He continued to tell me that I
should call my parents to have them get the confirmation papers. Then, he talked about my parole
application. He mentioned that the board would want to know if I know about my risk factors, why I
did what I did, what I did to address those things (which were large portions of the homework), and the
ins and outs of my release plans. The ins and outs were to include  expenses, support, residence,
employment, and what I will be doing to continue working on my correctional plan. After that, he
ended our conversation with, Youre a lucky man.
I left his office and immediately ran to the chapel. I had to tell Chaplain John and Dana all about the
conversation. I was on cloud nine and wanted to share the good vibrations. Then, after that, I called
home to share the good news with my parents. Finally, I had made progress and the goose chase wasnt
so wild anymore.
After sitting around for weeks doing nothing, I finally had a job to do. I dove right into working on
my parole application. After days of working, I went to Kevin with the first draft. He gave me some
feedback and then I went back to the drawing board. The following week, I had it polished and pretty.
Then, Kevin did his magic trick again and disappeared once more. I had a completed parole application and no parole officer to hand it to. That time around, I had felt more prepared. I went right to the
boss IPO and was told to run around trying to get a different IPO to sign off on my application. Before
I left, I was given the warning, without an IPO, your paperwork will just sit here with no one to do it.
I decided to take my chances.
I left the office and tried to find an IPO. By that point, the process was relatively painless. Yet, no IPO took my application because, No IPO will sign this
because then they would have to do the work (Fun fact: later in the year, that
IPO performed a disappearing act too). So, I had to run back to the boss IPO and
she said that she would sign it, but had reminded me once more that no one was
around to do the work. I again decided to take my chances.
The following day, I had checked the mail and found that I would be going up
for parole sometime in July. My arrival plans had been set back another couple
months. I wrote and called home explaining what had happened. People expressed their disappointment with the situation, but none of them were as disappointed as I had been. But I had thought, Hey, it could be worse. With no IPO,
I sat and waited for some magic to happen.
As time passed, the waiting continued. It wasnt until roughly April that
another inmate asked me about my parole application. It also wasnt until roughly
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April that I found out that I had an IPO. So, I sought out Jordon, Kevins temporary fill-in who wasnt
aware that I had even applied for parole.
Despite the lack of communication between Jordon and the MAI, the first meeting I had with my
temp IPO went well. He assured me that the paperwork was easy enough to do, it was just getting
around to it. My main worry  having it all done before July. My mom already had the first week of
July off to meet me at the border.
At the beginning of May, Jordon called me into his office. Sure enough, the paperwork was done.
He informed me that the next step was waiting for the paperwork to come back. He also had informed
me that a July parole hearing probably wasnt in the cards. Which meant that I would have to wait even
more. After the meeting, I called home and explained once more that my arrival would be delayed.
I stopped holding my breath for a July parole hearing and continued to play the waiting game. With
the extra time on my hands, I did what any other inmate would do  kept up with the daily routine. Each
day, Id do my morning workout, have breakfast, go to work, have lunch, do more work, do my evening
workout, have supper, watch TV, go to bed; and on Sundays, Id watch Game of Thrones.
Life was stuck on repeat and I couldnt find the off switch. This was when anxiety decided to hit me
hard. I was beyond ready to return home and be with my family but I couldnt leave. I wanted to be
with my real friends but would have to deal with some fake ones that made their way into the mix. I
wanted to see my grandpa but would have to visit his headstone instead. Many scenarios ran through
my mind that I didnt want to deal with. I wanted this journey to be over. However, I wasnt out of the
woods just yet
As May entered the rearview, June was well underway. My paperwork had come back, which meant
that Jordon had more paperwork to do before I could go for parole. He assured me, again, that the
paperwork was easy enough to do, it was the getting to it. I had faith in him.
While time ticked away, my anxieties continued to grow. Waiting for
my Assessment for Decision (A4D) was like waiting for the grass to grow.
The June days slowly passed me by and I wanted to go the hell home. One
day, I went into Justins office and bugged him about the A4D progress.
I havent had the chance to get to it yet. Itll be easy enough to do.
Youre a clear cut case. He told me. I stepped out of his office and had no
choice but to hurry up and wait.
When the next week began, it was if my luck had turned around. I
decided to bug Jordon once more. This time, I received good news.
I finished your A4D on Monday. It was like We are the Champions
played in my head. Frankly, I wanted to walk out of his office with my fist
in the air, but that would have been too much. Regardless, it was if one of the many weights was lifted
from my chest. The last document needed to set me free was finished.
As that week continued, I was called to C-Block to meet with a very nice lady named Lisa. She did
what is referred to as information sharing and had me sign a document. She asked if I had certain
paperwork, printed off copies of said paperwork, and said she would call me back when the A4D was
finally locked in.
Only a couple days had passed when Lisa called me back to C-Block. My A4D was locked in and
everything seemed to be in place or so I had thought
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June came to pass and July had practically just started when the proverbial shit hit the fan. After I
realized how close I was to being free, sleep started to avoid me. Anxiety, paired with excitement, was
hitting me like I was some kind of punching bag. I kept hoping and praying that July would be over as
quickly as it arrived, but the days kept their average pace.
During that first full week, opportunity knocked. This wasnt the good kind of opportunity, though.
This was the get you into trouble and your parole hearing is fucked kind of opportunity. As one
could guess, I acted stupidly and made a stupid, stupid mistake. Emphasis on stupid. I opened the
door and invited it in. After that, every dream of mine went up in smoke.
After my stupidity, I confronted my former temporary IPO and my CX about my tomfoolery (which
led to me wanting to be referred to see the psychologist). I even mentioned it to the Chaplain and the
church volunteers. If my stupid decision was to blow up in my face, I wanted to be the one to inform
them. As I could have guessed, the word of my shenanigans spread.
The following week, I received good and bad news. The bad news  I was going to wardens court
sometime in the near future. The good news  my parole hearing was finally scheduled. My day parole
hearing was scheduled for August 25th. While I sat in C-Block with the other inmates, I felt the icy stare
of the one-and-only Kevin Lambert. One could guess that I did my best to ignore it. Before I left CBlock, I addressed Kevins stare. I played it off by commenting about my date and he rolled his eyes.
Then, I mentioned that his gaze was making me uncomfortable and that I knew why. With another eye
roll and the famous Kevin Lambert smirk, I left C-Block and continued about my week.
The week after, I had not only met with the psychologist, I was also called into A-Block to meet with
an IPO. She mentioned that she was going to be my representation. She also mentioned that my IPO
(referring to Kevin) strongly recommended that I postponed my hearing. According to Kevin, a dirty
urinalysis doesnt look good going fresh into a parole hearing. Yet, my mind was already made up. I
still asked for the weekend to think it over anyway.
While the weekend commenced, I replayed that meeting. According to a certain someone, I hadnt
learned a thing. Apparently, doping was my way of going back in to my crime cycle. In the almost 10
months I had been in this institution, what happened to the ground I covered? What happened to
positives Ive accomplished or the positives about myself that Ive gained? According to certain people,
it was never there to begin with. Bullshit.
One thing Ive had to learn, and relearn, was to follow my gut instincts; to trust myself. Like I
mentioned earlier, my mind was already made up. My gut was telling me, Hey, dumbass, keep your
date. Dont postpone. So, I decided to listen. Even the Chaplain said, If God is telling you to keep
your date, then keep it. Well, who the hell am I to ignore God? I knew that in my parole hearing, its
up to me to articulate my thoughts. From there, the parole board decides. Nothing was guaranteed,
though there was something working against me, I also knew that I had some things working in my
favor.
Even with a dirty piss test working against me, I still felt confident. After 10 months of being at
William Head, it was my first institutional charge. Even after the year and a half I had been in, it was
my first institutional charge. I had kept my nose clean and I was always respectful towards everyone. It
was my first fuck up since being arrested. I was young and naïve, but I was working on fixing that. I
started seeing the psychologist to address the problems that lead me to making poor decisions. Ive
accomplished so much since being in that I didnt foresee the parole board denying my parole over a
couple joints.
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When that weekend was over, I tried to see that A-Block IPO to let her know
my decision. The only problem was  she had a DND sign posted. With plenty
of time, I decided to wait another day. When Wednesday arrived, my timeframe
shrunk. The plenty of time I had was drastically changed from a hair over a
month to roughly two weeks. Lisa called me into C-Block that morning and
started the conversation with, I dont know if this is good news for you or not,
but  and proceeded to tell me that my date was re-scheduled to August 5th.
My mouth said, That is awesome! and my mind said, How the hell would
that be bad news? I signed my autograph on her piece of paper and I walked
out of the office with, as you could guess, We are the Champions playing in my
head. Institutionally, I had not been happier.
The anxiety I started to feel after that was not negative. It was a very positive anxiety. It was of
pure excitement, rainbows, and yes, even butterflies. I didnt care why I was rescheduled, I only cared
about making it to my parole hearing and getting it all over with. I was that much closer to seeing my
family, getting whatever help I needed, and getting on with my life.
With roughly two weeks before my hearing, I had another meeting with the psychologist. When I
got to F-Block, the door was locked. I waited for a few minutes, thinking that she was just running a
little late. Then, my hunger got the best of me and I figured it was time to make lunch. As I made my
way back to the house, I saw the A-Block IPO and approached her once more. I asked if she had
received Justins email saying that I was still going for parole. She told me that she had, but since my
date was bumped up, she wasnt able to make it. Yet again, I was without IPO representation. So, I had
some running around to do. My task  finding the MAI. Yet, I couldnt embark on any sort of journey
without filling my belly first.
After lunch and the noon count, I embarked to find the MAI and get down to the bottom of the
mystery. My first stop was F-Block to reschedule with the psychologist. After being told to come back
Monday, I left and continued with my main objective. I had to put the mission on hold when I saw that
the MAIs golf cart wasnt around. So, with nothing better to do, I meandered around.
While meandering, I caught up with a buddy and talked for a bit. As we walked and talked, I saw the
MAI roll up in her golf cart. After saying my talk-to-you-laters, I made a mad dash for C-Block. When
I walked in, the MAI was just taking off her sunglasses.
Hi, I just found out that Jamie wasnt able to be my representation. Would you happen to know if
anyone had taken her place? I said, out of breath.
Yes. Evelyn Cranbert will be representing you. As soon as she responded, my face changed from
I just sprinted 600 yards to  what  and it was very noticeable. Trying to keep my cool, I said,
Okay, thank you and casually walked out. Once outside, I sprinted once more to find my housemate
Louis. During my short travel, I couldnt help but verbalize my thoughts. All I could say was, Oh God
oh God oh God oh God oh God oh God oh God. As if it wasnt obvious, I was not pleased, but neither
was anyone else that heard the awful news.
4PM that day, I decided to introduce myself to my new representative. I was quickly shooed out the
door, but that didnt surprise me. I heard plenty of stories about Mrs. Cranbert and none of them were
too pleasant. She told me to come back on Friday and we would talk then.
When Friday came around, even that conversation was short-lived, which surprised me. I was
expecting an hour-long headache, but it was done and over with before I could blink. She said that she
was going to present everything Jordon wrote and that she wasnt going to oppose anything he said,
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which really surprised me. Regardless, there was
one week until my hearing and I was 100% supported.
When Monday arrived, it marked the first day of
my (hopefully) final week, and it was a hectic week
at that. Monday and Tuesday were filled with running around the institution doing God knows what.
Wednesday was my scheduled Wardens Court date,
which consumed 15 minutes of my day and $25 from
my savings account. Thursday was a day of reflection. I took the day to prepare for my hearing and to
reflect upon the conversations my CX and I had. Friday
was the big day
From Monday and up until my hearing started, my mind and body went into some kind of shock.
My mind was blank. My body was calm. The only sign of life seemed to be a newfound twitch in my
left eye. I knew I felt anxious, nervous, excited, and every other feeling under the rainbow, but physically and mentally, I didnt show it. It was if my mind and body didnt know how to react to what was
going on. It wasnt until I was in C-Block at 8:15AM on Friday August 5th, that my mind and body
actually felt anything at all.
That Friday was like Judgement Day, and I was the first in line for salvation or damnation. A wave
of thoughts and fear hit me harder than a crowbar to the face. My mind was overwhelmed with thoughts
and my body was in panic mode. Luckily, I had the chaplains John and Dana with me (along with the
spiritual support of the other church volunteers). I needed their prayers and physical support to keep
my mind steady because I was ready to freak out.
At 8:30AM, John, Dana, Evelyn, and I walked into the meeting room. The TV monitor was set up
and waiting for us. We took our seats and continued to wait. 15 minutes later, it was time. The TV
screen came to life and I was (virtually) face-to-face with the parole board. It was go time and I
couldnt run away (although, I was asked if I still wanted to proceed with the hearing). I had been
waiting for this day for a year and a half. The next seven months of my life rode on this next hour
From 8:45AM until roughly 9:45AM, I was in the hot seat. The board grilled me like I was a premium steak. My body was shaking, my eye continued to twitch, and with each question my mind raced
but my mouth wasnt spitting out everything I wanted to say. I continually repeated my words and
defended myself from the boards onslaught of questions and condescension. When they were done,
the board disconnected to delegate. After what seemed like an eternity of waiting (in reality, this wait
was equal to 5 minutes), the board reconnected. This was the moment of truth. My body continued to
shake and my eye continued to twitch. Yet, whether it was day parole, full parole, or statutory release,
it didnt matter; I was still going home. Then, the parole board said the words I was dying to hear, We
have decided to grant you day parole. I almost cried.
When I left the hearing, I felt like I could finally breathe again. I hugged John and Dana and thanked
God a million times over. My epic Canadian adventure was just about over. I, the protagonist, finally
got his break and, to skip to the very beautiful end, was leaving captivity.
Monday August 8th was the day that the American citizen knew what it was like to be deported.
From Victoria to Vancouver, Vancouver to Surrey, and from Surrey to Washington State, the American
was deported and on his way home to be reunited with his family.
[
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OBM presents

Farewell Roast
Our staff member E has been deported from this rock. This is the perfect time to say a few words
about him. Please be advised that this article is filled with obscene language. If you want to read
something more pleasant, I advise you to read the Peace and Non-Violence section. Now, without
anymore hoopla, lets get started.
What can I say about E? His bushy brows and crooked smile? Fuck, he knows it. This fucking guy
has been looking in the mirror all day ever since he started working out. It would be too easy to make
fun of his looks. So, let me just tell you what you need to know about E.
First and foremost, E is a sick fucking liar. This guy just makes shit up. Once a week, when he
decided to, quote unquote work, he would start writing two or three fictional pieces at once. While he
was typing away, in between him singing along with the radio, he would laugh sinisterly. If you have
heard this laugh, you know this guy definitely needs some kind of psychological intervention.
Lets look at some of his writing. In his work, Life of a Lifer, he wrote, To be a lifer it is very
difficult to not lose all hope and become lost in anger, self-pity, and a world full of constant violence.
The lucky few that manage to retain their grip on reality can make it through, but far from unscathed 
E claimed he got this insight from talking to one lifer within eight months of being arrested. So, how
the fuck did he know about the lucky few? Who was he trying to fool?
Lets look at his other piece, Alexander and the Horrible ., chronicling his arrest to his hiring,
written in the same period. One day, my toilet had backed up and flooded , and a guard decided that
instead of calling Hazmat [team], Id have to clean it up with paper towel  Really, he went there?
What sane man would admit that he had mopped up spilled poop with paper towel? It is one thing that
shit happens, but it is another to write (and laugh) about it.
Not only is he a good liar, he would shamelessly use other people in his life to promote his image. In
one article, he wrote about his cheating girlfriend. Yet, he is so narcissistic that he flipped it around,
went all astute and titled his piece, The Journey of Forgiveness. Fuck off.
He doesnt even try to hide his shit. His shamelessness can
be seen all over his work. He wrote about how good he has got
it in prison. He wrote about HIS newfound friends, HIS office
with an ocean view, a key to HIS room, and all the nice staff
around here. Even when he was writing the separation and the
distance from his loved ones or his hard time in pre-trial, he
would still write about some positive shit. Time and time again,
he subtly reached around. Really? Have some self-respect.
And the fact E had gotten parole proves that he is a shamelessly good liar. E never took any programs. He just did some
reading assignments for his PO. So, what the fuck does he
know about insight and remorse? On top of that, E only did a
year. Honestly, how much fucking insight could he have had?
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Yet, he got parole. He must have sold himself hard to convince two strangers to let him out.
Well, good for him. At least that ugly face got him something in this lifetime. He might think that
he bullshitted his way out. But we have eyes and ears. We know that the parole board was sympathetic
to his looks. Who wouldnt feel bad for a person with a face only his mother could love? But hey, at
least that face got him something. Maybe his clan can learn something from his story and ditch those
hoods. Cant believe this fuckin guy returned my coat to another Asian. Now E can go down south
and embrace the gun-loving racist lifestyle his country is famous for.
[
Continued from page 19
down and leave them in the oven all night? Would they be okay if I dont flip them? By one oclock, I
was really sleepy. I was pretty sure I wouldnt be up early enough to rescue my shrimps from the
inferno. So, I took my shrimps out of the oven, tossing them a little and left them on the counter top.
Next morning, some time around ten, I was ready to tackle the shrimp again. In case bacteria had
grown to a dangerous level, I put the shrimp back in the oven at 350 for 10 minutes. Voilà! Dried
shrimps are ready to be shelled.
I emptied the trays full of shrimp into a bag, then double bagged it, took it outside, and banged the
shit out of it against a light post. After ten minutes of acting strangely, I walked back to my house with
my head down.
In case the moisture from the residual heat messed with my shrimps, I worked quickly to pick out all
the orange goodness.
I counted my harvest - a little less than 50 dried shrimp. Damn. I needed to do all this prep work and
clean up for less than fifteen dollars worth of shrimp? It hardly seemed worth the effort.
But then, I am ready for what my traps would continuously bring. And I am all prepped for another
recipe: steamed eggs with ground beef, salted egg yolk (also homemade) and dried shrimps.
Side Note: This might sound strange. Its a moment like this  the chance of trying new things  that I
regret the action I have taken. Mixture of pride and grief turns anger to avoid the past. I am not
ungrateful for all the privileges Canadian correctional services have to offer. I just prefer anger over
grief.
[
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PEA
CE & NON-VIOLENCE
PEACE
Peace and Non-Violence

Christmas Incarcerated
By Steve

When I was a kid, Christmas was a wonderful time of the year. We
had so much fun playing in the snow and tobogganing down any hill we
could find. I remember building snow forts and having snowball fights
with my friends and brothers, along with other kids in the neighborhood.
It was a great time all around.
Growing up in BC, there were always plenty of hills waiting to be conquered. Any logging road that was covered in
snow worked for our purposes. We built all sorts of jumps
too. The hard part about jumps was hitting them straight on.
Well that, and dealing with the corners on the roads. After
several years of crashing into ditches and missing jumps, my
parents got us GT Snow Racers. This was a huge upgrade
from the old-timey wood toboggan and crazy carpets we had
been using. Finally, we could turn as we went down the hill
and hit the jumps perfect every time. Over the years, this
became a family tradition.
Throughout the week leading up to Christmas, when we were off school and my parents were working, we would build all kinds of snow forts. We lived in a trailer park, and our front lawn was shared
with the retired neighbors next door. We would use this ample space to pile up the snow from our
driveway and the neighbors driveway, then proceed to tunnel through it. It took several days of work,
but the end result was well worth it. Wed have snowball fights in and around our fort. One person
would defend the fort and two of us would attack. I remember spending whole days running, playing, and basically not giving a fuck. Id have friends over and try to recreate the fun my brothers and I
had, but it was never the same.
Growing up, we would have a big family dinner on Christmas Eve. My parents would cook
up a huge turkey, make a mountain of mashed
potatoes, stuffing, corn and cranberry sauce. I never
really appreciated the food at the time. It wasnt
until I was a teenager when I really started to look
forward to gorging on the food. Everything else
took a backseat. I was too happy to stuff my face
and fall deep into a food coma. As I got older and
my brothers moved away, my parents stopped making
the huge amounts of food they had before. With
just the three of us, it didnt make sense to spend
all day making a turkey. As a result, we would
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start buying king crab legs and doing a surf and turf dinner. It cost about the same, but it was much
tastier and more fun to eat.
The other big Christmas tradition we would partake in was the gift exchange. This was one thing
that I always looked forward to. Even though I may not have always gotten what I wanted, I could
barely contain my excitement over the prospect of getting new things. Heck, even if I didnt get the toy
I wanted as a kid, I was happy to get something. I found that as I got older, the price of the things I
wanted went way up. The unfortunate thing about this was that it led to a feeling of disappointment.
This was kind of depressing. Year after year, I would get bummed out because I wasnt getting what I
had put on my wish list. I think this is what caused me to lose touch with Christmas. As I got older,
especially as a young adult, the gift aspect of Christmas turned into a huge drag. Ill get more into that
later.
When I turned 18, I moved out of my parents house. At that point, my brothers had already gone out
on their own. One went to study halfway across the country and the other had started his own family.
This changed the dynamic around Christmas considerably. It was more about going to my parents,
mostly because they wanted me over, and eating food. The way I looked at it, I had moved out to get
away from them and to start doing my own thing. Why would I want to go back home and hang out
there all day? I didnt see the point, especially when my mother insisted we have bi-weekly family
dinners. This continued for a number of years. I was forced to go back home and spend time with
these people that raised me. The only thing I really appreciated was the food.
One year, we hosted the family dinner at my brothers house. This was because he was married and
had two kids, so the Christmas celebration was mostly for them. I didnt really mind this because he
always had plenty of beer. Id go over there to drink and eat, while watching my nephews open and play
with their new toys. My brother was fairly well off, so he could afford to get my nephews whatever they
wanted. It was nice to see them happy. Im pretty sure those were genuine feelings and not just the
booze talking.
I still felt obligated to buy my parents and brothers gifts. This caused an enormous amount of stress
on me. I was living with roommates and I was by no means rich. Combine that with a drug addiction, it
made the holidays pretty brutal. I never knew what to get my family and I could never afford to get them
anything I really considered nice. I had heard the old saying Its the thought that counts but I never
really felt that way. I felt bad because I would buy anything, just to say that I had gotten them a gift.
There was the odd time when I did find the right gift for someone, and I could afford it. That felt
amazing. I cant even begin to describe how it felt to see the look on their faces when I did manage to
get a great gift. It almost made up for the feelings of regret and disappointment for all the other gifts I
had gotten my family.
As the years went on, my money and addiction problems grew. This led to further headaches and
stress around the holidays. It was no longer that I couldnt get my family the things they wanted, but I
couldnt even afford to get them anything. This was the ultimate low. I would have to borrow money
from my mom to get something for my dad and brothers. Then I would have to borrow money from my
dad to get something for my mom. This continued for a number of years. It didnt make me bitter
around the holidays, but I would slip into a mild depression. It got so bad, that I would volunteer to
work on Christmas. Not only would this get me away from the shitty situation I perceived the family
dinner to be, but I would also make decent coin for working on a stat holiday. I knew work wouldnt be
busy since most regular people are off doing the Christmas thing with their own families. The odd
time I didnt get the Christmas shift, I would still tell them I had to work, just so I could get away,
relatively guilt free.
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Things started to change when I fell for someone. She didnt do
drugs, so when I spent time with her, I wasnt using. I still used when
I went home, but this helped cut my drug costs. When the holidays
rolled around, I actually had a bit of money. This helped my mood
since I was actually able to get her something. As well, spending time
with someone I was romantically involved with during the holidays
was pretty good. We would eat and fuck and just laze around. On Christmas day, we would still go up
to my brothers house for the family dinner, but I finally had someone I could relate to and talk to. I was
finally getting to be happy again around the holidays. Of course, all good things must come to an end.
That relationship only ended up lasting a little over 2 years. After my arrest, we split up. She didnt
want anything to do with a criminal.
That caused me to go over the deep end. Being on bail, not having anyone close to me, and living
back at home made me make some really poor choices. My drug habit ramped way up. I was out of
fucks to give, so I lived every day like it was my last. Not in a positive type of way though. I didnt see
any life past incarceration, so I didnt care about anything. I spent all my paychecks on drugs. Even that
wasnt enough. I started pulling minor fraud scams to help get my fix. During this period, the holidays
lost all meaning. I dont remember ever doing anything family oriented during the holidays. To me, it
was just another day to get high.
Finally, after about two and a half years on bail, I was sentenced. This was towards the end of July.
By the time I made it through RRAC, it was early fall and I was pen-placed in mid October. This gave
me enough time to kind of settle in before the holidays. I went through the motions. I went to school,
participated in their programming and took a really good look at my life. When Christmas finally rolled
around, I was missing my family. My mother had come to visit a couple times prior, but it still wasnt
enough. That first Christmas, I was realizing how important family actually is. Even though this was
my first Christmas in jail, I felt like I hadnt spent a Christmas with my family in years. Before I came
in, I was too involved in my own bullshit to really care about them. But this first year, being clean and
sober, and trying to remember the last Christmas I spent with family was hard on me. Now I wasnt able
to get them gifts, not because of my own stupidity, but because there was just no real way of doing it
from the inside. When the committee offered Christmas cards for us to buy, I jumped at the chance.
In my mind, it was a hugely powerful gesture. Although it was a relatively small token, I was finally
doing something that came from the heart. I didnt really realize it right away. Actually, it wasnt until
I spoke to my mother and father on the phone after they had received the cards. It wasnt what they said
that made me clue in, it was how they said it. The tone of their voice, the sound of emotion bubbling up
through the words they said. Thats what made me clue in.
Christmas isnt about getting the biggest and best gifts. Its not about how much you spend on your
friends and family, but rather how much time you spend with them. Its the time of year to show your
appreciation for the people around you. Unfortunately, in society today theyre constantly sending the
message that you have to go all out and spend a lot of money to show how
much you care. Thats not true at all. You just have to get the message across
that you care about those that are close to you. Whether you do get them an
expensive gift, a simple card, make them a meal, or even just spend the day
with them, the whole point behind it is that you show them you care. The
most important thing is that it genuinely comes from the heart.
[
The Religious Society of Friends, also known as the Quakers, sponsor this
regularly featured column. Contributors are invited to write on issues of Peace,
Non-Violence, Forgiveness and Reconciliation.
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Around the PENinsula

Added Barriers
What was once a clear view of the ocean has now been obscured by a rope fence. First, the coastal
restoration project left a 350-foot long, two-and-a-half-foot high cement barricade which ran from the
school (near the pumping station) to the bench (on the south eastern tip across from the baseball diamond) for securing the newly installed wave barrier.
No less than two months after that, 6-foot wooden posts were spiked down every five feet along the
coast line from the bench to across the right of the outfield. They were then trimmed to 4 feet high and
linked with rope. The reason behind this construction is unclear.

Moving Out
A recent change in process will only allow inmates to move rooms or between houses once a month
instead of every Friday. The procedure has also been changed. Instead of submitting the request to the
PO for recommendation, inmates now submit their requests to their CXII instead.
What was not stated is that inmates are expected to work with each other on the acceptable noise
and cleanliness level, along with alerting others on their individual dietary and/or allergic restriction,
and preferences on house guests. Worst of all, inmates would have to deal with their belongings
disappearing from their area.
Forcing the inmates to stay in the same house increases the potential for conflict with little to no
benefit to the residence. The only advantage is that a few staff members dont have to do as much
administrative work. In the real world, if you run into issues with someone, you can try to work things
out, but if that doesnt work, you can quite easily move. This new policy does not reflect how things are
on the outside, its simply a way of the CSC exerting control over inmates for no particular reason.
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Un-discovering Fire
We have been told that a new CSC Fire Safety Manual has recently come
into effect. Apparently charcoal and propane BBQs are not allowed. Administration, as we were told, has requested an exemption but has not received any
response. As a consequence, the ordering of new charcoal or propane BBQs
will not be permitted, the memo states.
Subsequently, the menu for the outdoor family event scheduled for the near
future will need to be revised.
This new restriction is most likely here to stay. Lifers who have not learned
to barbecue when they had freedom might never have the chance to experience
cooking over an open flame. Watching Bobby Flay grill food would become
another tease.
If this stipulation is here to stay, the only inmates who can witness the glory of an open flame will be
those participating in a religious / spiritual activity.

Standardization of Dwellings
Maintenance continues to remove custom furniture and fixtures from our duplexes. However, lenience was given for one custom TV stand in the living room and the shoe racks near the entrance. All
wall-mounted coat racks are being removed.
Upon questioning, Maintenance staff replied that the removal would aid ongoing maintenance of
the houses. How does removing a rack, which now requires hole-fillings and repainting, aid maintenance? He did not reply.
As for a place where all the wet rain coats could dry, the administration has not provided any feasible
solution.

Neverending Story
Endless construction continues on this peninsula.
Drainage ditches (roughly a foot wide and six inches deep) were dug along the concrete foundation
of the houses, then filled with gravel.
A trench was dug from the administration building to the PFV houses for the installation of a fire
suppression system.
After the lumber yard closure (read more on this in Fall 2015 edition), administration has decided to
use the site for housing the maintenance department. The construction was scheduled to be completed
in 19 months. On October 14th, explosives were used, presumably for blasting bedrock, and access to
that area was restricted. However, no one heard any explosion.
By the following Monday, when asked about the proposed finish date on this project, one of the
Wardens replied, The project is on hold right now.
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Giants Rising

Photographed by Jam Hamidi

By Jack

After three years of the hectic scheduling of WHoS, this year I took a supporting role in applying
make-up and boosting morale from the sideline. When I travelled to and from work, I often ran into
frustrated WHoS dudes. The following is one such encounter.
*****
Put some gloves on! one nail-polished
man said to another in a chance meeting.
He paused as he sipped his morning coffee.
Tell that to yourself! That glitter is killing me.
He chuckled. The morning sun continued to reflect off of the glitter on his nail
polish. The show is killing me. First the
people, then the makeup, now the nail polish. Clearly not hyped by the experience.
Did I ever mention how good that scene looks with you waving your staff during the feather drop?
I squatted in a wide stance and half-heartedly mimicked his move. I cant quite place it. I dont know
if it was the feather drop, the blue lights reflecting off of your costume, or those chiselled calves of
yours.
Lacking any witty reply, he let out few more chuckles.
Four more weeks and it will be over. Enjoy it while it lasts. I broke eye contact and resumed my
walk.
*****
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Sitting in front of the computer, I thought to myself, Is the WHoS experience really worth it? An
honest answer to that question would be, That all depends. It depends on the individuals cost and
benefit. Cost, being the time and emotional investments; benefits, being the work ethic and social
interactions one experienced. Truth is, preparations and performances take up a lot of time. Six to ten
hour days were common leading up to the opening date. Writing and re-writing ones scenes was timeconsuming. Working with inmates that one barely knows was aggravating, not to mention the different
personality types. Furthermore, the constant changes in the scenes and blockings (i.e. where the
actors stand, enter, and exit the stage) would make anyones head spin. Yet, participants endured.
Laughter, anger, frustration, nervousness, and applause are all part of the process. Whether it is back
stage or on stage, there is only one chance to act and react to any given situation. As one experiences
theatre, Life is a stage cannot be more true.
*****
Sleeping Giants, WHoSs 56th production, holds a
straightforward storyline - Ketab, a celestial being who
requires dreams to survive, sends his minions to guide
people into drinking the magical well water which inspires dreams, thus restoring the balance of nature. Whats
remarkable were the special effects, the messages, and
the talent involved.
This year, the smoke machine within the enchanted
well brought the ritual to life. A boogeyman on stilts
generated a looming effect. Glow-in-the-dark floor paints
were used to bring an effect similar to the night forest in
the film Avatar. A disco ball and a turntable were used
during the roller-dome sequence to turn back time. Custommade costumes and specifically designed makeup bring
the fantasy to life. A feather drop resembling freedom
and wish fulfillment marked the end. Sleeping Giants
is a visually stunning piece of theatre.

“Come over here!
I don’t have all
day.”
---Dwayne
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Shinyville, Rustyville, and the Forest of the Night symbolize three different classes: the technologically advanced society, the labour force, and the environmentalists. Their citizens dream sequences
tell the universal messages of pride, love, tolerance, and growth. Throughout the play, talks of the
Blue Light caution the audience about the separation of human connection by technology. Blue lit
boxes have mesmerized citizens in Shinyville into becoming uncaring, self-absorbed individuals. All
the while, the wolf prophet, the most powerful dreamer, was labelled as a mad man and suffered through
captivity and re-education. He dreamt of companionship and understanding. One audience member
succinctly summed up the theme, Despite all the glamorous things in life, the most important thing is
that we have each other.
Performances went to
new heights in the WHoSs
56th production.
On stage, Dwayne (playing MokaJumbi, a Caribean
Boogeyman) showed off his
humor and improvisation
skill (30% of his lines were
ad-lib). Johnny A. shed
tears while bellowing out
various Aboriginal songs.
Carlos (playing a caring 13
year old) rapped live in his
dream sequence. Johnny U.
unsheathed his dance
moves, which no one knew
he had in him! Emmas
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presence brought the much needed joy in the dream ensemble. Pats embodiment of a shy, child-like
ogre won numerous applause. Jeni stole hearts and minds with her motherly singing voice, her dramatic movements and her spirited facial expression. These are just glimpses of the superb performances on stage.
Off stage, Rob and Tasha played with different voices as doctors and mean Rustyville kids. Randy
put his OCD to work in wiring neatly and in demanding perfection in every aspect of the lighting while
Craig designed the lighting effects to offer a different feel with different realities. Rob F., who has just
arrived, demonstrated leadership in costume design and makeup. Mo and two new additions, Chris and
Tristan, worked tirelessly in sewing the costumes and making the moccasins. Tristan also designed
most of the hairstyles and braided all the ladies hair. Brent came up with all the production of the
techno and funky beats (not to mention that he pushed CSC in allowing a music program into the
institution). Wayne, along with other volunteers he managed to muster, stepped up and built the set.
Haydens ADHD helped track down all the performers skipping out on rehearsals and helped clean up
the place. Poe and Carol, along with other helpers, designed and painted the set. Kyle designed and
finished the augmented well. This years Director Kathleen skillfully stringed together inmates writings, methodically planned the production, and masterfully devised various theatrical techniques of
pacing and blocking to invoke different emotions. Emma and Ingrid brought out the smile in our
performers. Ingrid also brilliantly thought of miming a bear catching a salmon in the stream while an
ensemble acted as the wave and incorporated one of the actors hand to portray a life-like salmon. The
ensemble moved and rotated so the audience in the round could see all aspects of the action. Cecilia,
our WHoS mom, did a taxing amount of running around and coordinating between inmates, volunteers, and the administration. Summing everybodys talents and efforts in a few sentences is seemingly
unfair.
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Like every other WHoS production, inmates are challenged to let go of their institutional facade, to
let go of judgement, to put some emotions back on their faces. People called this process, Stepping
out of the comfort zone. This year, in addition to some of the aforementioned members, John H and
Terry changed the most. Before their involvement, they hardly talked to two inmates on a daily basis.
John H used to just walk laps with another inmate and spent most of his time baking in his house. Terry,
well, he just stayed in his house. Now John baked for the casts potluck and made some new friends.
Terry, who used to be shy, did not say much, and used to sit at the sideline awkwardly observing, now
found acceptance. Eventually Terry reluctantly agreed to make a cameo in the play with one condition.
He opened up and said I will do the public viewing; but I wont do the opening night - a sense of fear and
maybe even resentment towards the inmates who will be there for the opening night - a feeling that
many can understand. Then there is Tristan. A guy so quiet yet fit in so quickly that it is easy to forget
he is a newcomer. During one of the Q&A sessions, he emotionally pointed out the ups and downs of
his involvement. His speech reminded a few veterans of the dramatic change in pace and attitude
through different security levels and of how being involved in WHoS has helped them drop their tough
guises.
Administratively, this year has also brought a few changes. The board decided to donate 10% of the
proceed to the Help Fill a Dream Foundation. Long & McQuade agreed to take 50% off of all rental
costs. Seniors were invited to watch the play for free on one Saturday afternoon. Social Media was
used for promotion. This year, our Public/Media Relation Liaison showed up at many of the shows and
sat in the corner. He seemed extremely concerned about inmates revealing their names at the Q&A.
Performers were directed to refer to each other by their stage names or to use initials. The office phone
was taken away at the end of 2015 due to security concerns. The most troubling change was that the
administration tried to mandate WHoS to adhere to the jails regular purchasing process. However, it
was eventually proven to be impossible. It is common that the script would keep revising during the
run of the show. No one really knows what is going to be needed until the last minute. Like the makeup
and applications that were used, no one knew what were the actual colors needed to create the required
effects until two days before the opening dates when the lights and costumes were done. After the
opening week, more supplies and colors were needed (Honestly, which inexperienced person would
have prior knowledge to the precise quantity and the tools needed for makeup? Who would know the
amount of foundation, paint, pencil, brushes, triangle sponge, setting powders, glitter, solvent, and
wipes needed two to six weeks prior to the show?). Forcing WHoS to follow the two to six weeks
regular purchasing process and demanding the Board and the Director to plan ahead seemed unreasonable.
Despite the new scrutiny, WHoS has put on another mind-blowing performance and managed to sell
out eight of the twelve performances.

Interview with Costume Designer Rob F.
By Vernon Wilson

V.W: When you arrived in early August, the devising work for Sleeping Giants was well underway.
That didnt inhibit you one minute as you started to work right away. What prior experience did
you draw on in deciding to return to the WHoS Company?
R.F: My first production was Waiting for Godot (2008) directed by Ian Case. I worked as the stage
manager. I then acted in Animal Farm (2008) and Frankenstein in Oblivion (2009). I was released in 2010.
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V.W: So when you returned to William Head, did you find anything had changed with the WHoS
Company?
R.F: WHoS has grown quite a bit, the cast has become bigger compared to the years past. Unfortunately, the institution has become more rigid in terms of allowing the men of WHoS to interact
with the public. In the past, you could interact with the public after the show. Now there is more
concern about contraband, etc.
V.W: The stars sort of aligned as WHoS was searching for a costume designer when you arrived.
Ingrid was still on her way from Toronto to start-up her costume mentorship work. What inspired you to take a leadership role as a costume designer for Sleeping Giants?
R.F: Well, I really enjoyed WHoS when I was here the first time. Initially I was reluctant, but the
position enabled me to draw on my creativity without any self-doubt or critical voice.
V.W: And how did you come up with these designs? Tell me about the creative process in bringing
these designs to life.
R.F: Theres a few levels here. First, I had to understand the directors vision. Second, I had to
understand the color pallet. Finally, I had to come up with the best way to present the designs. I
found the best way to do that was connecting the designs to ancient cultures. The Egyptians,
Druids, Aztecs, Romans, and Greeks were great inspirations, especially for the dream spirit
characters.
For the characters outside of the dream spirit world, we made a parallel human universe. A lot
of societys class systems were integrated into the costume design, as well as the adoption of
some key themes and places, i.e. the blue light, Shinyville, Rustyville, and the Forest of the
Night. Much of the parallel universe reflects aspects of our own society.
It took me about a week to draw them all. And after the director approved the drawing and
make-up schematics, we ordered the materials. Much of the material was donated by Mustard
Seed, Salvation Army, and Kate Rubin Studio while the rest was purchased through the ITF
process from local stores.
The actual build of the costumes was quite daunting and overwhelming. I had some substantial
assistance from several men, many were new arrivals in the last month or so. There was probably 20 people in and out of the costume room who had some function in building these costumes. It was really a team effort.
V.W: So how long did it take to complete the entire costume set?
R.F: The spirits costumes were the hardest to build because of the intricate detail work. Most of the
dream world costumes took about 3 days each to build. All the layers and textures were very
time consuming. A team of 6 of us were consistently hard at work.
V.W: Now that youve seen the show, how do the costumes add to the play?
R.F: I think the costumes play off each other well. The set is minimalist, but the costumes are very
detailed. Theres a lot of revelations about the characters in the costumes that the audience
looks for.
V.W: And the most rewarding part of being costume designer?
R.F: Seeing the entire cast take pride in their costumes and how they look after their make-up. I think
the men are doing a great job in honouring the vision and following through with it.
[
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Portrait of a Parolee
By Vernon Wilson

Dedicated to the late Errol Hillis
On a quiet winter evening, on a northern reserve, in my grandparents warm home, there I sat on a
tanned leather sofa, reading a philosophy book, preparing for the next semester of university. It was
getting late and before leaving the living room for the night, I noticed an Indigenous painting hanging
on the wall. Although it had always been there, I never gave the work of art my undivided attention. It
was titled Optimism. As I contemplated the shapes of the ovoids and u-forms, my grandmother
entered the room.
Who is this by?
Oh isnt it beautiful? Its by Luke Wilam, your grandfathers nephew, she replied.
Considering he was a relative, I asked her. Why have I not met him?
My grandmother hesitated, sighed, and then reluctantly told me the truth. Luke was recently released from prison. Hes serving a life sentence on parole now.
At this news, I suddenly found myself denying the paintings beauty and its intrinsic worth. In my
arrogant and naïve mind, the painting had become a deception. How could a criminal author such art?
I thought to myself. Little did I know, I would soon encounter a hidden reality that would humbly
remove my prejudice.
Years later, on one noisy winter night, in a secluded area of the lower mainland, in a maximumsecurity penitentiary, in a rundown cell, there I lay on a bottom bunk bed. Pondering the past two years
behind bars, I read a postcard sent to me by my cousin Luke:
Make the impossible possible. Never give up hope. Be your own leader, but a find a person
to look up to as a guide. I went to sweat lodge ceremonies for spiritual assistance. You will
make it back home.
The tragic choices I have made in life resulting in my incarceration have sombrely provided me with
a realistic perspective on criminals that neither a university course nor a textbook could teach. Not
only have I realized that every citizen, regardless of socio-economic status, has the potential to offend
the land, I no longer see my cousin Luke as a second-class citizen due to his parole status. Rather, I
regard him as an exemplary citizen by virtue of it. For with a birds eye view, I am now all too aware of
the self-determination, inner strength, and, yes, optimism required in order to create something beautiful out of ones life in a prison environment.
More importantly, knowing that Luke is in the community, living and breathing his culture as a lawabiding citizen and having experiencing his unconditional love and support throughout my imprisonment has further taught me that in spite of ones previous criminality, there remains a deeper humanity.
A humanity empowered with the ability to transform brokenness into a sublime portrait of redemption.
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The Final Showdown
By Steve

The sun hung high overhead. It peeked out from behind the
clouds, heating up the blackened asphalt. It was a beautiful day
- not too hot, not too cold, just right for racing. I looked out of
my tinted helmet, checking out the starting line. The other cars
lined up, ready for the race.
I bumped the gas pedal. Vroom, vroom, the engine roared like a giant beast waking from a deep
slumber. Its been a long season but this is it, I thought to myself. I looked over to the light and waited
for it to change. It felt like the light took forever to change from red to orange. Finally, the light jumped
to green and I jammed my foot down into the gas pedal. I was pulled into my seat by the raw power of
the car.
Fighting against the pressure, I threw the car into second gear with a loud thunk. It was like riding
a roller coaster, except that I was in control. I gripped the steering wheel as tight as I could and forced
the gas pedal down as far as it could go. With a sudden burst of speed my car leapt forward, leaving the
other cars behind. By the next corner, the cars behind me were like specks in the distance. A smile grew
on my face. Lap after lap, I pulled further ahead of the other cars. On the last lap and the last corner,
victory was in sight. I cheered as I soared under the checkered flag.
The crowd was going wild as I went on to do my victory lap. Coming back around to the finish line,
the crowd was on their feet. However, something seemed odd. I slowed down and scrutinized the
crowd. People werent cheering, they were screaming and pointing off to the horizon. I pulled my
helmet off and turned my head over in the direction they were pointing. I couldnt believe what I saw.
A loud buzzing sound filled my ears. A swarm of black and yellow monsters sailed through the
clouds. The sky was teeming with them. They dipped up and down from under the clouds. They dove
and shot missiles. Everything they hit exploded in a massive fireball. BOOM, BANG, KERPLOW,
went the large sections of the town. How dare they attack us! I shouted to no one in particular. I
reached my hand down past the steering wheel and pressed the super-secret button. The car jumped
into the air. Zzzzt, whirrr, went the set of wings as they folded out from under the car. The trunk lid
shot open and a massive rocket booster came alive. Before I could count to three, I was flying headlong
into the sky.
My guts squirmed as I pulled my jet-car towards the swarm. I flew around in circles a couple of
times while adjusting to the new controls. My eyes scanned the swarm as I flew around the slaughter,
trying to find advantage to exploit. I shot missiles at a couple of the monsters and they fell out of the air.
This isnt going to work, there are way too many of them, I thought frantically. I shot down a couple
more, but they started to realize I was a threat to them. A few of them stopped attacking the town swung
around and started chasing after me. I dove down and to the left, then right, trying to dodge their
missiles. I did a loop around and pointed my jet straight up in the air. I hit the afterburner and launched
up like a rocket.
Coming over the top of the clouds, I saw exactly what I was looking for. A huge, lumbering
mothership hanging above the clouds. That must
be their home base. I have to find a way to blow
it to pieces. I doubt theyd let me fly straight for
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it, so Ill have to be tricky, I told myself. I swerved
left and right evading the monsters attack. Just
before coming into weapons range, I hoped, like
my favourite action movie that, I would see my
family again.
*****
Frank and Diane had been watching their son
running around with his little toy car in the backyard while they washed the dishes from lunch. They
smiled at each other, marvelling at little Dylans
innocence and imagination. Their happiness turned
to panic when they saw Dylan drop his toy car, spread
his arms, and charge the beehive on the tree.

Coffee Talk
By Vernon Wilson

In the middle of our cedar dinner table spun a marble lazy Susan filled with salt and pepper shakers,
a tin of blue sugar packets, and a small Dairyland carton of milk. Surrounding the lazy Susan stood a
stack of old Prince George Citizen newspapers, a silver thermos, a yellow box of Tim Hortons doughnuts, and two steaming cups placed in front of my Auntie Con and Grandma Del. The colour of their
coffees matched their complexions  Cons was cream beige while Dels was dark brown.
I stood between them as their mysterious words bounced off my little head and reflected back up into
their conversation. The words did not even go through one ear and out the other for they were too active
and vibrant. Instead, they bounced and flew and defied gravity so much so that I started to jump up and
down thinking that I too could enjoy the thrill of flight. But my white tube socks retuned fully planted
into the purple carpet.
What language are you speaking? They both looked down at me, silently smiling.
What language are we speaking?
You dont know? Con replied.
No, thats why Im asking, duh!
Were speaking Gitxsanimaax, Del said.
Whats that?
Its our ancestral language.
Oh



Say Oh nida, Con said.
Oh nida, I said, beginning to bounce again.
Eee, yes, that means oh really or is that
so?
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As the first Gitxsan word entered my 7-year-old being, tickling my funny bone on the way there, I
giggled while Con and Del returned to their coffee talk.
After a stream of Gitxsan words flowed from their mouths and floated through the air before vanishing back into spirit, I watched Auntie Con open up the yellow Tim Hortons box and move her finger
over the remaining doughnuts. I quickly licked the chocolate-covered sides of my mouth, tasting the
sweetness leftover from the Boston Cream I enjoyed earlier in the evening. Then, I jumped in front of
my Auntie Cons chair and tapped her leg.
Yes? she asked, looking down at me with a big smile that showed off her chubby cheeks. Her
coffee breath blew down like a hurricane lifting me into the adult world.
Whats your favorite doughnut, Auntie Con? Is it the Old Danish like Grandma Dels?
Nee, she said no. My favorite doughnut is the Long John.
Oh nida? I replied, raising my eyebrows and firmly holding my hips. You know thats one of my
favorites, dont you?
Well theres only one left. How should we go about this, nephew?
I leapt onto her lap and looked into the greasy box. There the coveted Long John sat beside an Old
Danish and an apple fritter. I looked at the tiny, colourful, and round candy sprinkles on the vanillaglazed Long John. They reminded me of the pool of plastic balls at the family fun centre. Thats where
I had my birthday party and celebrated by diving into that pool. I looked back at my Auntie Con and
shrugged.
I know, said Grandma Del, reaching for her Old Danish. You can split it in half and like Houdini
voila! You can both be happy!
Auntie Con jittered her legs. What do you think, nephew?
I looked up at her and smirked. Although Grandma Dels idea would give us both a few bites of that
delicious doughnut, I knew a Long John wasnt a Long John unless it was a full-sized Long John. So
with a white paper napkin I picked up the doughnut and put it in front of Cons coffee cup.
Here you go, Auntie. I want you to have it all. Ill settle for the Apple Fritter. Itll be better for my
health. An apple a day keeps the doctor away, as they say.
Con clapped her hands and gave me a wet kiss on the cheek. Youre such a thoughtful boy. You
know how they say thank you in our language?
Nee, I replied.
We say hamiyaa.
Hum-e-ah, I pronounced in-between bites of my Apple Fritter.
Eee, yes. And so I say Hamiyaa for this Long John, nephew.
As Auntie Con took her first bite, a hail of blue, yellow, and pink candy sprinkles landed on my lap.
I chuckled over how this sugary moment taught me that playing with my Gitxsan language was just as
fun as swimming in a pool of plastic balls.
[
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The First and Last
By Mat C.

Its hard to believe
That Im locked in the Drum
Instead of being at home
Where I used to sip rum
Staring down the barrel
Of a 25 month sentence
Has opened my heart
To ask for repentance
I wake up every morning
With a primary goal
Of lowering my points
And achieving parole
Im highly motivated
And everythings clear
If I maintain good behaviour
Ill be out in a year
When this is all over
I know I will smile
I will never be back
They can burn my file

Clocking Time
By Mat C.

Minute by minute
Hour by hour,
Its hard doing time
Without feeling sour.

A little bit later
I go to the gym,
But its hard to work out
When Im feeling so grim.

The days get boring
With the same old routine,
All thats exciting
Is the evening canteen.
If I wake up early
Ill have breakfast to eat,
But Im usually still sleeping
On my jailhouse blue sheet.
Everyday I walk laps
Outside past the tower,
Then I go to my range
To take a hot shower.

When dinner time comes
I eat really fast,
And try not to think
About my criminal past.
During the evening
I read a good book,
Sitting in my cell
Like a typical crook.
I always get hungry
At night time in bed,
But all that I have
Is water and bread.
Falling asleep
Is totally stellar,
I forget where I am
Jail in Drumheller.
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Desire, Desire
By D.K. Reid

Desire, Desire, my heart will not tire
Relationships divided by razor wire.
Hug me, touch me, and love me I cry
Others promote and say, “Let this waste of flesh die!”
Do not feel or love, I have been told
“Your only use now is to provide jobs” is the line we are all sold.
While others twist my story and fear they make you feel
The truth is that fear is just merely False Evidence Appearing Real!
Desire, Desire, what happened I cannot pretend
Together as community, in love, is the only way to mend.
A child of God, a husband, father, son, neighbour and brother
Is what I am and not any other.
To desire and to be desired
Is what burns my heart’s fire
While to be free and useful once again
Is what drives me to mend
So gather and share and relationships build
Peace, safety and happiness can only be willed.
Please choose to love and forgive are the words that I say
So that harmony will bring peace from desire, desire, I pray.
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Last Time I Saw
By Brent Derion

Last time I saw
My junkie old man
He just got out
Of a medium pen
He went back to the drugs
Like they were his best friends
Drugs took his health
They took him to the end
He was down to the flesh
From little white stones
He looked like death
Right down to the bone
He was always in debt
And lookin for a loan
Dad sold all his shit
He sold everything he owns

He even sold his pride
And he sold his only phone
Down on one hundred block
Is where he called home
And lookin for a rock
Is how he spent his days
I always prayed hed get clean
And find some new ways
But no one heard my prayers
Cuz my dad caught AIDS
And he kept doin drugs
Till his last dying days
I guess it was better
Than dyin in a cage
Or beatin on his woman
All filled with rage
This was my dad
And drugs were his craze
And nothin could change
His old junkie wayz
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Our Partners

Our Partners
Victoria Addi ctions &
Rehabilitation Centre
525 Johnson Street
Victoria, British Columbia, V8W 1M2
Tel: 250-384-3396
Fax: 250-384-9412

Community Residential Facility
The Salvation Army Community Residential Facility (CRF) is situated in the heart of downtown
Victoria, British Columbia, with its unique location in the downtown core allowing for easy access to
many services and amenities in the community. The CRF offers residential based programs for a
maximum of 43 people, all single occupancy rooms. The Salvation Army strongly believes in a holistic
approach to helping our residents to restore their self-belief, allowing them to realize their potential
and once again become a part of the community.
Skills for Recovery Program
The Salvation Armys Skills for Recovery Program is an intensive 8-week residential program
intended for those with a history of substance abuse. This intensive residential program is skill based
and holistic, utilizing established substance abuse strategies such as:
.

Motivational Interviewing

.

CBT

.

DBT

.

Stages of Change

.

Marlatts Relapse Prevention Model

.

Therapeutic Community Approach Components

The program intends to provide participants with the skills they need to make a smooth transition
from a life dominated by substance abuse, crime and incarceration, to a healthy life in the community.
We believe that every client has unique needs and issues, beliefs and values, strengths and learning
styles. We therefore use a variety of strategies and practical tools to nurture the physical, mental,
emotional, and spiritual elements in each individual. We will help you develop coping skills, selfesteem, impulse control, distress tolerance, empathy, awareness, and resilience, and achieve an
increase sense of belonging, hope, purpose, meaning, humour, joy and gratitude. Participants of this
full-time residential program live together on the fourth floor of the Salvation Army CRF. Great
emphasis is placed on group cohesion, mutual support, and the creation of a safe and supportive
environment where participants can learn, explore, and experiment with new ideas, beliefs, values,
emotions, behaviours, goals, and identities. The Skills for Recovery Program can be used as a stepping
stone for Day Parole when completed during an Unescorted Temporary Absence (UTA).
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Over the Wall
is a twice-annual newsletter about strikes, actions and struggles going
on inside or around Ontario prisons. It is published by End the Prison Industrial Complex (EPIC),
a collective in Kingston who believe in and work
towards a world without prisons.
If you have a story or article that you’d like
them to contribute, if you’d like to receive the
newsletter, or just want to correspond, contact
us at:
EPIC, 427 Princess Street, Suite 409,
Kingston, ON K7L 5S9

epic@riseup.net, www.epic.noblogs.org

How to contact the Salvation Army
The Salvation Army will consider all referrals from Federal Institutions and Parole Officers on behalf of inmates scheduled for conditional
release or offenders who have already achieved
a conditional release or Unescorted Temporary
Absence (UTA). The Salvation Army does not
preclude residency due to mental or physical impairments. However, as there are facility limitations, decisions will be made on a case by case
basis.

Kent Lockdown
Lawsuit

Update (from November 18th, 2016)

Todays hearing has been adjourned. Not only
had the defense lawyers at the Department of Justice served their argument late, they did not serve
their relied case-law until yesterday. Our counsel
at Grace, Snowden and Terepocki had to choose
between going ahead with the hearing, advising the
Court that counsel for the defense appeared to have
prejudiced us deliberately and seek to have the
defendants arguments dismissed on time, or postponing the hearing to a later date. Instead of proceeding without fully preparing the counter argument, our counsel decided that it is better to adjourn. At the time of this writing Justice Blok is
booked for December, so unless a spot opens up, it
will be the new year before we can finally argue
the proposed amendments to the pleadings and the
common issues. After that, Justice Blok will finalize his decision on whether or not to certify us
as a class.
Hang in there guys!
This message is brought to you by Jeff Ewert.

We encourage inmates to contact us through
your Case Management Team. Alternatively, we
can be contacted by mail at:
525 Johnson Street,
Victoria, British Columbia,
V8W 1M2
Attn: Community Residential Facility

Or by calling: (250) 384-3396 EXT 231.
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Hobby Craft

Doing Time

with a forever clock

By Runo Cairenius

Hobby

Provided that time has not run out
on us, we still need a clock to tell us
what time it is. It is good to own ones
own time.
Tired of carrying a watch with you
all the time? Here is a good use for an
old quartz watch that still works. Maybe
it has lost its wrist band. Or, perhaps
you are tired of special ordering expensive
watch batteries for it. Maybe you just
want to make something.
You could build a clock similar to
my forever clock. It only needs two
AA batteries to run and sits on my shelf
tirelessly telling time all the time. Here
is what is needed:
- Cardboard (if only thin material is
available, it can be glued together
to make it thicker, roughly 3mm).
- Two AA or AAA cheap batteries
(or one, depending on the voltage
requirement on your watch).
- A couple of rubber bands and glue.
Directions:
(1) Cut the cardboard to any desired shape
(a suggestion is shown on the right).
(2) Secure the watch on the front-facing cardboard.
(3) Connect the batteries with 2 pieces of wires (see diagram), and another piece of conductor to connect the batteries at the other ends.
(4) Glue or tape everything inside the cardboard enclosure.
(5) When done, fasten the bottom piece with a paper hinge, so that
if somebody wants to see what is inside and rips it open, it will
be easy to repair.
(6) Decorate the surface.
Voilà! You have just made a functioning clock.
May time be with you.
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Whats Next in OBM Volume 34 No.1?
Thats a fantastic question. Although we may be sad that Wolf has
left and gone home, we dont have time to mourn. Its time to look to
the future. To be quite honest, the future looks grim because of President Trump. With that being said, we should do everything we can to
make it better for ourselves. Failing that, well build a wall to keep
them dirty Americans out of our country and keep Canada great again!
With a New Year upon us, its time to roll out some new content. On top of our high-quality, firstclass, best-rated, top-tier, second-to-none fiction and our breathtaking, one of a kind perspective on
current events, well be introducing something thatll take OBM to an all-new height. Well be going
onward and upward with little to no regard for safety. I dont want to give too much away but its fairly
safe to say, thisll be comparable to the invention of the printing press. Well be rolling out updates
throughout the year, so buckle up.
What else can you look forward to? Its funny you ask! In the next issue, well be discussing attitude.
Attitude is the only thing in the world that we actually have full control over. They can take our freedom, our house, and our cat. But the only thing they cannot take is our attitude. In that spirit, well be
discussing attitude in life and attitude in incarceration. Attitude is so hugely important in life, I feel like
we cant adaquately cover it in one issue. But this is Out of Bounds. We accomplish the impossible on
a daily basis. Divide by zero? No problem. Crush an egg lengthwise? Psssh, easy peezy, lemon squeezy.
Stare directly at the sun without permanently damaging our corneas? I do that shit before breakfast.
Lastly, well be discussing some Prison Culture by dabbling in a very controversial topic. As well,
well discuss failing privatised prisons in America. Well talk about the system as a whole. We also
have the unique perspective from someone who has done time in the American system.
Lets just say, Im glad Im doing time in Canada. That piece will bring a new perspective to anyone incarcerated in Canada.
Stay outta trouble,
Steve
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